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Inside The Reserve, a luxurious courtyard-style home nestled in the

serene enclave of Hidden Hills, California, awaits a harmonious

blend of rustic charm and contemporary elegance. Designed by the

esteemed architectural firm CHA:COL, this tranquil retreat exudes

sophistication, offering a peaceful escape amidst the verdant

landscape.

Lu Tapp



Café™ Beverage Center in Platinum Glass
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In this inspirational year, I'm drawn to
residences that embody tranquility and
mindfulness, urging us to pursue our
dreams at a more deliberate pace. The
allure of outdoor-style homes lies in their
ability to evoke a sense of relaxation and
connection with nature. Despite their
exclusivity, they offer a glimpse into the
realm of possibility, reminding us that
achieving our aspirations isn't beyond
reach. Nestled within exclusive enclaves,
these residences beckon us to reimagine
our spaces and lifestyles, fostering a
deeper appreciation for the present
moment and the abundant opportunities
it holds. They are sanctuaries where
dreams can flourish amidst a slower,
richer rhythm of life.
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SOFT
RUSTIC

THIS WEEK'S INTERIOR TRENDS #59

The moodboard of The Reserve Residence exudes a
contemporary rustic charm, harmonizing natural
elements like oak, reclaimed woods, and limestone
with sleek black steel accents. Neutral hues set a
serene backdrop, accentuated by fine lines and soft
textures such as sumptuous linens and sheer fabrics.
In addition to stone and marble, consider
incorporating other perfect materials like brushed
brass for a touch of warmth and elegance, or glass
for transparency and light play. These carefully
curated elements blend seamlessly to create an
atmosphere of understated luxury, where every
detail contributes to the residence's timeless
sophistication and inviting ambiance.



MINDFUL CONTEMPORARY OPULENCE EDITION 59
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As one navigates the winding roads that lead to Hidden Hills, California, you can't help but
imagine that you would feel a sense of anticipation building within you. The air is infused with a
crisp freshness, and the landscape seems to stretch out endlessly, adorned with towering trees and
gently rolling hills. It's a scene straight out of a dream—a 
serene sanctuary amidst the hustle and bustle of modern life.

MINDFUL
LUXURY



And within this serene enclave lies The Reserve—a modern farmhouse with the most
understated elegance and timeless features. Designed by the renowned architectural firm
CHA:COL, The Reserve is an expression of the art of living well—a place where every detail
has been intricately made to create a sanctuary that feels both luxurious and welcoming.
The exterior facade exudes rustic sophistication—a stunning combination of stone and
wood that sets the tone for the beauty that is contained inside. But it's the front door that
truly commands attention—a magnificent black steel-framed glass door opening up as a
gateway to this haven of relaxation and calm.
There is an enveloping sense of warmth and hospitality that fills the air about this house.
The hallway is rustic yet embodies a refined aesthetic—a perfect blend of wood and stone
that sets the stage for the flow within the home. Each room is a masterpiece in its own right,
with every detail thoughtfully considered to create a space that feels both luxurious and
livable.
The kitchen is a professional chef's setup complete with a walk-in refrigerator and multiple
cooking areas, based on the open plan 
the deliberate design of the home seamlessly merges living spaces, fostering an effortless
flow of light and air, reflecting the epitome of contemporary lifestyle. Each room unfolds
into the next, creating a sense of expansiveness and connectivity, inviting interaction and
relaxation. 
A separate yoga retreat offers a peaceful sanctuary for relaxation and meditation, while a
state-of-the-art movie is a beautiful warm, and cozy space with large plush seating and
ample leg room. And for those who love the great outdoors, equestrian facilities provide the
perfect opportunity to explore the natural beauty that surrounds The Reserve.
But it's not just the amenities that make The Reserve so special—it's the sense of community
and connection that permeates every corner of the home. Whether you're gathering with
loved ones around the fireplace or enjoying a leisurely meal in the spacious dining area,
there's a palpable feeling of joy and camaraderie that fills the space.
One can't help but marvel at the attention to detail that has gone into its design. From the
custom wine cellar to the discreet mechanized carousel that showcases a cherished car
collection, every element has been carefully curated to create a space that is as functional as
it is beautiful.
Outside, the beauty of The Reserve continues to unfold, with an extensive landscape that
supplies an abundance of options for unwinding and entertainment. Whether one is
lounging by the pool, exploring the lush gardens, or simply taking in the breathtaking views
of the surrounding landscape, there's no shortage of ways to enjoy the beauty of nature in
the home. While The Reserve maintains the traditional farmhouse shape, its interior reveals
a sophisticated and modern reinterpretation. The central space, typically associated with
rustic charm, exudes a posh and clean aesthetic. Sleek lines, minimalist décor, and high-end
finishes elevate the ambiance, creating an atmosphere of contemporary luxury. This
juxtaposition of traditional form with modern refinement defines the unique character of
The Reserve, offering a fresh take on countryside living.
But perhaps the most remarkable thing about The Reserve is its ability to transport you to a
world of peace and tranquility—a place where the cares of the outside world seem to melt
away, and the simple pleasures of life take center stage. It's a reminder that amidst the chaos
of modern life, there are still places where time slows down, and moments of true serenity
can be found.
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K I T C H E N

Inside

S T Y L E

The kitchen at The Reserve is a harmonious blend of minimalistic
design and understated elegance, reminiscent of Japanese aesthetics. Its
open layout invites a sense of spaciousness and serenity, while the oak
cabinetry adds warmth and depth to the space. White marble
countertops provide a luxurious touch, perfectly complemented by
touches of black accents in the accessories and decor.
One cannot help but admire the unique black wooden stool-type
counter stools, which stand out as striking additions against the
kitchen's light backdrop. Their sleek silhouette adds a touch of
modernity and sophistication, enhancing the overall refinement of the
space. The result is a kitchen that exudes a sense of clean simplicity
and refined taste. Every element has been carefully curated to create a
space that feels both inviting and effortlessly chic—representation of
the profound and impeccable design philosophy embodied by the
home. 

I N S I D E I N T E R I O R S . O N L I N E
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RELAXAT ION

Mode



ENTRY
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #59

TACK CONSOLE TABLE /  UHURU DESIGN

 TAVA CENTERPIECE VASE / LIGHT + LADDER

Powder coated aluminum angled contemporary console table

A matte cylinder that sits atop a glossy triangular pedestal

 REEVES MIRROR /  ROOM AND BOARD
Black round framed heavy mirror



LIVING
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #59

BLACK QUARK TABLE / QUARK

COCOON SOFA /  LEPANG™

Black contemporary style Quark wood table 

Modern Fabric upholstered 3 seater sofa

GEOMETRIC CUSHION / LEPANG™
Wool geometric style handmade cushion



DINING
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #59

EATON DINING TABLE / FOUR HANDS

AYALA DINING CHAIR /  LIVING SPACES 

 Rich organic light-finished solid oak dining table

Modern style armless chair made of polyester and wood

MAXIMO ACCENT BENCH / FOUR HANDS 
Wood base bench with grey boucle seating



KITCHEN
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #59

TASSONE PENDANT / CARRINGTON LIGHTING   

36" COOKTOP / CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES

Frost tipped tapered LED in polished or matte metal

Built-In Touch Control Induction Cooktop

POLO BAR STOOL /  HORGANS
Black Stain Timber elongated form counter stool



BEDROOM
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #59

MONTGOMERY BED /  STYLE ME GHD

LANSKY CHAIR / LAYLA GRAYCE 

Tall vertical-channeled headboard & base bed

Soft upholstery fabric modern Barrel style designer chair 

KADAS SCONCE / CARRINGTON LIGHTING
 Clear crystal glass and Polished Nickel finish Art Deco sconce



BATHROOM
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #59

RIVA BATH /  DADO 

NERO FAUCET /  BOL

Matte White or Polished White soaking bath

Black steel modern standing faucet 

AISLE PENDANT / CEILING LIGHTS 
Half Moon shape brass feature pendant light



INSIDEMODE

EDITOR’S
PICK

INSIDE TRENDS #59

Black terracotta is the epitome of sophistication in
kitchen decor. Its timeless allure effortlessly
complements light or neutral kitchens, imparting a
chic, modern monochromatic aesthetic. From sleek
vases to minimalist jugs, I've curated a selection of
on-trend pieces that are essential for elevating
minimal modern kitchens. Embrace the allure of
black terracotta – it's the ultimate must-have for
refined culinary spaces

CERAMIC COOLING WATER  JUG // MAGISSO

Ô VASE //  LONNA VAUTRIN

EMPEROR PENGUIN JUG // GEORG JENSEN 

STOVETOP TEA KETTLE  // FELLOW CLYDE



OUTDOOR

Inside

S T Y L E
Within the confines of The Reserve, an exceptional courtyard-style home, lies
an outdoor sanctuary that captivates the senses and nurtures the soul. At its
core, a vast expanse of lush lawn space invites leisurely strolls and tranquil
afternoons beneath the sun's gentle rays. Commanding attention, a grand
rectangular pool exudes elegance, its waters a shimmering invitation to
unwind and rejuvenate. Encircling this aquatic centerpiece, a collection of
dark outdoor pool fabric chaises offers respite and relaxation. Nearby, a
secluded seating area, adorned with sumptuous outdoor sofas and a
rectangular firepit, beckons intimate gatherings and lively conversations
under the celestial canopy. Adjacent to this tranquil haven, two distinct
lounges blur the boundaries between indoor and outdoor living. One,
dedicated to entertainment, boasts built-in cabinetry for seamless food and
beverage service, while the other radiates serenity with contemporary
furnishings, inviting moments of reflection and repose.
The outdoor space is an integral extension of the home, merging nature's
beauty with the comforts of modern living. In this enchanting courtyard
setting, each moment is an opportunity to cherish the simple pleasures and
reconnect with the natural world.

I N S I D E I N T E R I O R S . O N L I N E
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OUTDOOR
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #59

JOY OUTDOOR CHAISE / GRATTONI

LIVING EDGE SIDE TABLE / CHAIRISH

Charcoal and Grey performance fabric chaise on black steel base

 Petrified wood top with iron stand accent table 

AVILA TEAK SOFA / RH
 Low-slung seating and distinctive raked legs 
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SHOP
FABRICS

info@lepangluxuryinteriors.com

 Iconic Sand / Iconic Pewter /  Iconic Lichen  | Stuart Graham



SOFA

COCOON

L U X U R Y  I N T E R I O R S

LEPANG
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LEPANG
S E T T I N G  T H E  S T A N D A R D

residential  |   commercial   |  hospitality



LEPANG FERGUSON

www.lepangluxuryinteriors.com

Becoming a Creative
Maestro & Unveiling the
Symphony of Design

Inside my world, I'm not just a designer, artist, or author; I'm
the curator of dreams, an architect of emotions, and a
storyteller in every stroke. My journey through the vast canvas
of the lifestyle industry started with graphic design and
product development, but it was my love for interior and
industrial design that sparked my soul. I've finally carved my
niche, crafting collections that speak the language of luxury
and lifestyle. Join me on this vibrant odyssey where creativity
knows no bounds, and every creation is a masterpiece of
passion and purpose. Welcome to the kaleidoscopic world of
Lepang Ferguson.
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